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VOLUMrE I GFNERAL PROGPA, REPORT

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

'Fhe LEFT PELIABILITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (FPAP) was created 'en a
result of a top oriority Chief of Naval Materiel (CNW1) reauirement for
a fast, reliable, and accurate systern of problem identification on new
electronic equipment installations aboard ships. FPAP tyricallv m onitcrs
a selected samnic of an eouipment Poculation over a period of six ircrths.
The failure data collected from maintenance actions nerformed durini
this rneriod is analyzed and reports are jenerated which identifv ther
nroblens and recommend corrective actions. The basic goals of the nro-lrar
are to i rprove operaticol reliability and to reduce life cycle cct.

,r ir-jortant objective of the prograr' is the n uick iderr if ceoic
of <)rorlers so that corrective actions can be taken ccnrlv is tc eLsJi yr
life cycle. Tnere are several distinct advanta es to this c:u-ro:u,

a. Poliab ility,- Weaknesses in ,lesiqn ani/ r -on,;t" ,
result in failures are more likely to occur durin, omoeratior in
service environment. FRP.P is designed to detect the cnuipirent faults
'Lurin-i the first few months of operation so that steps can on taker
auickly to resolve the problems, thus improvinq the eeuimrent fUnct i:)naw
reliability within a relatively short time frame.

t-. Contractor Liability - Petection of now ecuinent f,-:lts
while the warrantv crovisions are still in effect results in cost savina:-
to the Fleet since the manufacturer remains responsible for re-dc: qi. ,
retrofits, and remairs.

c. Cost Avoidance, - Costs involved with mcdift'yina. , or
retrofitting eouioment can be curtailed throuqh use of the FPAP saline
technimue to identify isolated failures that do not effect entire
equipment populations.

d. Allowance Parts List - FRAP provides information on the

enuirment and comoonent failure rates, thus effectinq !\PL cuantities
and central supply depot stock levels.

e. Data Collection - FRAP assists in reducinq or elimintina
extraneous or diverse data collection and special reportinq reouirements
while imnrovinq the Navy's 3-M system responsiveness.

f. Information Distribution,- FRAP publishes and diotr itutes
a monthly feedback report to all participants regarding equiement/systes"
status, fixes, proposed corrective actions, and other pertinent information
of general interest.

q. Corrective Actions FRAP informs the Navy Proqrair Vanaier
of proolems while the contractor is responsible for the eCiuinment
performance and still has design teams orqanized to resolve the failures.
Enqineerinq Chanqe Prooosals can be orocessed more effectively while
knowledge of system theory and component structure is recent.



The initial phase of FRAP proved the feasibility of obtaining the
desired goals through an organized effort using a controlled sampling
technique. The FRAP sy-tem assures a rapid response through a coordinated
effort of Fleet personnel, naval and contractor facilities, and equipment
support activities. The activities involved in this effort are illustrated
in Figure 1-1. The results of the pilot phase are available in the FRAP
document "FINAL REPORT, FLEET RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM", dated 1
SEPTEMBER 1977 and can be obtained from the Defense Documentation Center
at Alexandria, Virginia. A summary of the program and its accomplishments
were presented to the 3-M Policy Committee (chaired by OP-43, RADM L.
W. Fisher). The members agreed that the program is "beneficial/necessary".
The committee authorized continuation and expansion of FRAP to encompass
NAVAIRSYSCOM and NAVSEASYSCOM shipboard equipment in addition to that
of NAVELEXSYSCOM and requested MAT-04 (RADM S. A. White) to prepare -I
proposed change to OPNAVINST 4790.4, Volume II (3-M manual) to incorporate
the FRAP program.

1-2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to report the results of the FkAi\
second phase effort. VOLUME 1, GENERAL PROGRAM REPORT, provides the
equipment summary reports, a discussion of the FRAP organization, ana
program modifications. VOLUME 2, EQUIPMENT REPORT, details the reliability,
maintainability, and availability of the equipment in the FRAP sample
and includes the reliability model of each equipment type.

1-3 SCOPE

This report presents the results of FRAP maintenance data collection
and analysis on four types of equipment/systems. The system types and
quantities used in the FRAP sample are listed in TABLE 1-1. The tyoes

and number of platforms participating in the program are shown in TABLE
1-2. TABLES 1-3 and 1-4 provide a complete listing of the ATLANTIC and
PACIFIC FLEET platforms that participated in FRAP.

TABLE 1-1. EQUIPMENT LIST

TYPE EQUIPMENT SAMPLE TYPE
DESIGNATION NAME QUANTITY NO.

AN/TPX-42A(V)( ) CATCC-DAIR Interrogator Set 3 1

AN/SYQ-7(V2) NAVMACS A+ Communication System 19 2

CV-3333/U Audio Digital Converter 22 3

AN/ON-143(V5)/USG Interconnecting Group 12 4
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TABLE 1-2. FRAP SHIP SAMPLE TYPES

SHIP TYPE LANTFLT PACFLT TOTAL

CARRIER 3 3 6
DESTROYER 4 1 5

FRIGATE 4 0 4
CRUISER 3 1 4
AUXILLIARY 5 0 5
LANDING SHIP 3 3 6
SUBMARINE 4 11 15

TOTAL 26 19 45

TABLE 1-3. FRAP SAMPLE PLATFORMS (LANTFLT)

PLATFORM HULL SHI P

NAME NUMBER TYPE

ALBANY CG-10 GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER

AYLWIN FF-1081 FRIGATE
BARNEY DDG-6 GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYF
BLUEFISH SSN-675 NUCLEAR SUB
BOWEN FF-1079 FRIGATE
CORONADO LPD-11 AMPHIBIOUS TRANSPORT
DACE SSN-607 NUCLEAR SUB
DALE CG-19 GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER
DEWEY DDG-45 GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER
EISENHOWER CVN-69 NUCLEAR AIRCRAFT CARRIER
GLOVER AGFF-1 RESEARCH FRIGATE
GUAM LPH-9 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP
INCHON LPH-12 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP
INDEPENDENCE CV-62 AIRCRAFT CARRIER
JACK SSN-605 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
LUCE DDG-38 GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER
MULLINNIX DD-944 DESTROYER
PUGET SOUND AD-38 DESTROYER TENDER
SANTA BARBARA AE-28 AMMUNITION SHIP
SARATOGA CV-60 AIRCRAFT CARRIER

TINOSA SSN-606 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
TRIPPE FF-1075 FRIGATE
VREELAND FF-1068 FRIGATE
VULCAN AR-5 REPAIR SHIP
YARNELL(HARRY E.) CG-17 GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER
YOSEMITE AD-19 DESTROYER TENDER
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TABLE 1-4. FRAP SAMPLE PLATFORMS (PACFLT)

PLATFORM HULL SHIP
NAME NUMBER TYPE

BLUE RIDGE LCC-19 AMPHIBIOUS COMMAN3 SHIP
CONSTELLATION CVA-64 ATTACK AIRCRAFT CARRIER
DRUM SSN-677 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
FLASHER SSN-613 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
GUARDFISH SSN-612 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
GURNARD SSN-662 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
HADDO SSN-604 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
HAWKBILL SSN-666 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
KINKAID DD-965 DESTROYER
KITTY HAWK CV-63 AIRCRAFT CARRIER
LEAHY CG-16 GUIDED MISSILE CRUISER
NEW ORLEANS LPH-11 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP
OKINAWA LPH-3 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP
PINTADO SSN-672 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
POGY SSN-647 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
POLLACK SSN-603 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
QUEENFISH SSN-651 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
RANGER CV-61 AIRCRAFT CARRIER
SEADRAGON SSN-584 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE

5



FC'rTo'J TI - RESULTS SUMMARY

2-I '?VPCC-DAIR

2-1.1 1NTRODUCTTON

'The Carrier Air Traffic Control Center-Direct Altitude' and Identit,,
Readout (CAT CC-DAIR) is a shinboard aircraft idontification - !',i
coordination system used for air traffic control and sunport of fIiqnt
operations within a fifty mile radius of the ship. rhe !,' stem is e!ssential
to the safety and combat readiness of the shin which reouires tue svstem
to be operational at all times while the ship is underway.

TheCATCC-DAIR consists of a r)roqrammable Interroqator Set AN/TPX-42A(V)H
utilizinq the ?\N/UYK-20(V) electronic diqital mini-comouter. Fnhanced
reliability is obtained by installinq a second AN/UYK-20(V) in a naralle]
redundant scheme. All of the systems in the FRAP study wore so conf iured.

2-1.2 SUMMARY

Only three CATCC-DAIR systems were studied by [PA\P. However, :,
extendinq the data collection period to nine months, sufficient clatL
was obtained to enable statistical calcu lations with mcanini ftil conf jence.
iased on analysis of data received from the Fleet and from F J, tnt-.
Followinq is concluded:

(1). rhe equipment reliability reauired by ELEX-I-198 is not rc-ini
met in Fleet onerat ion. The specif ication, which is hacy,- on an c>sor S i
f ailure distribution, rCquites a mean-t ime-to-f a i lure of 7 Cl
which is ecuivalent to a median-time-to-failure of 4R5 hours. PTm
observed failure distribution, being Weihull, i.; 1est coTuared wiw. ,:,
specification by comparing medians. The median of the ohserved !,i '1r'
distribution was only 126 hours - considerably less than the sxc i.>
435 hours.

(2). Onerational reliability of the system was very qood, wjjtju
no failures observed that reduced the system capability by more than
10 perctnt. NOTE: The most freouent failure was the deflection amplifier
in one of the five Control Groun PPI Consoles.

(3). The maintainability (repair time) requirement is not teinq
met. specification ELFX-I-198 requires a Mean Time To Repair of 0.75
hours, whereas a 'W:7P' of 18 hours was observed.

(4). Effective availability is very qoo,] because of the reiundancy
in the ;vston dosi ln.

Table 2-I summar ize!, the reliability, maintainability, and availabil itv
analvses. ITF: Althouqh 3 ships participated in the FRAP data collection,
data fro- one of the snins is considered to bias the statistics because
o f the fact the F('-DAIP s ystem aboar d thin !hir was never ful v
onerational. 'hor-ftore,, onl.y the data from the remaininq two ships is
:;urnma ri,' i hero; howevv-r, the complete data analysis is presented in
Vo oIre ? of t hi:; r nv- r t
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1. All Data - All Colleated Data (Fatlurea/Mtaintenanoe notiona)**
2. EQUIP - EQUIPMENT**
3. PARTS - PARTS REPLACEMENT N

4. EXP EXPONENTIRL
5. LN - LOGNORMAL

TABLE 2-I . DATA SUMMARY FOR CfTC(--DAIR.

PARAMETER H. I Data EQUIP PARTS

OPERATIONAL

Calendar Hours i, I6 11,616 11,616
Operating Hours _573 5073 5073
Duty Cycle 0.437 0.437 0.437
Sample Size 2* 2*

RELIABILITY

Number of Failures 12 10 9
Time Between Failures-Mean 661 971 1304
Time Between Failures-Median ill 126 I11
Distribution :IBULL WEIBULL WEIBULL

MAINTAINABILITY

Total Repair Time 126 110 110
Number of Repairs 7 6 8
Time to Repair-Mean _ 18. a 18.3 17.5
Time to Repair-Median 5.3 4.4 4.6
Distribution .LN .. L LN
Total Down Time 1132 772 783
Repairs (or Maint. Act.) 7 6 8
Down Time-Mean 162 129 102
Down Time-Median 112 89 46
Distribution EF'_ EXP WEIBULL

AVAILABILITY

Inherent 0.97340.9815 0.9868
Observed-Mean 0. 0.525 ---
Observed-Median --- 0.577 ---
Effective -. -b,0-

WCATCC-AIR SUMMARY Does Not Inolude USS INIEPENDENCE Data.
NW

ReferenOe Volume 1, Paragraph 3-4, and Volume 2R, Paragraph 7-2

NOTE: All Time Unit* Are in Hours
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2-1.3 PP'/l )

Tn addit ion to hardw,-re, nrohle;-s-, FPA\P has; rrceived cc),-'nft fro-
F leet userns reqardini huinin interface inconveniences- anrl sorftware,
orohiems. Tho corments. f ror' the users of the ",Hu-an Fnciineerer!" KeybO,)rd
in thre OD-58 console s were stronqIly ne-jative. The kev1bo-rd is- la1id out
in a scauentii. alohahetic "A3C" order from the unner lEt-ha-ndl corner
which makes touch typinq practically imnossihle and forces one(ra-tcrs-
to "hunt and neck" Tho clesiqn builIds an inherrnt sa fc'tv haza r1 i rrt'
aiir tr-f f ic control hec,-us e of slower tyoinq sncci and reduOced onorator
a ccur acy.

lof tware ncohl oms encountered i n the ear ly rha ses of the s, rIe
r)eriod are beinrl resolved by renlacinq the interim software witha
"fourth qeneration" nackaic currently under develonmeont.

2-2 !AV4ACS A+

2-2 .1 IiNTPOrUCTION

The NAVAI, MODUIAP ArJT')M,4TPE COPM'IUNICATION SYOTF'1 (NAV' 'C) N+ is ain
automated messaq~e handlinq telecommunications systemn canahie or onoratin,-
ship-to-shore via hirih freouency (2-30 !ITz) indenendent sidebandl receivers
and a two-way SATCO.M link. The system is the nrin'arv link betwee-:n
r~nlovpd surface platforms and the world-wide Naval telecommunication7,
network. 8NAVAACS is desirined to differentiate incorrini tr-iffic For
messaics addressed to the ship, which are stored andl rrinted in full,
md thes not addresse.d to the shin. The recor1 of the latter m>i~
i- -'aintained by nrintinrl thn adclres- heade,_rs, ti!-e, and rlatn.

XTAV IA y" consis7tr of thfe followinq ton rmo-ulesi of whiich nine, are
unirlule: (1) O~ata Proces-sinri et '\r/UY'-20(V) ; (2) Interconnoctina Crou')
T-1,43 (I) /iv-,; (3) Corvrter/Patch Ponel CV-302?/U2',; (4) Tine Prirte r
'PT-624(1/)/012 (2 uinits7); (r)) 'assotte Moinetic 11n'e iit, Pfln-30r(V)/1T;

(A) 'O~h 2seordr Parer '.no "r -- 1cr/punch P0-397/U; (7) Teleotvre, !flcerfore tor
TT- 192(', CR) Tole tyrr Trcan!7mit nistributor (Tfl1) T'r'-lP7/T7; one (1))

Teotee.'itfor Ue t ""V'2\(or '1).

''ir, P!,%r) :;,,rrnI r e I? ,C ire] uffod nine teen (10~) s',stor's. '\1]thOLIC11
no svst ( lvel sinccificin ons exist [or the rAv'~ .*,, \+, it is corcl uded
that tro rsre- -eet-F ; xad a -oide snecificitior, derived from- c'p
e:-,tima ter ,-f tL - i nrlivih' ii CTLI inment srecif icat ions, 'ITL-Ir''W-21711 ,r

ererrrq --st j:m)tor. 2T1r2-2 sumi-arizesthrejajl';,it nblifv

-)AI nalv*is, of tri- -).-rrer feel roller on the( TT-624 -r inte-.r has
revr-al-i that th- center -ioctjon of the rollecr hais undorqoo siinifica)ntt!v
more oxidatifon naiinmi tfri i K-r the end se,(ct ionns. It is boe ived that
f,,iiurn- of the center s-cti-r is, the result of thisi aoi-a. Insoectirn
of t~. eCheri cal exYt rant -, inf ca ter ijnif icnn tl" less carbon hi ack



1. OPER. - OPERRTIONRL*
2. EQUIP. - EQUIPMENT *
3. PRRTS - PRRTS REPLRCEMENT *

TABLE 2-2 . DATA SUMMARY FOR NAVMACS A+.

PARAMETER OPER EQUIP PARTS

OPERATIONAL

Calendar Hours 95.736 95,736 95,736
Operating Hours 53.272 53.272 53,272
Duty cycle 8556 8.556 8.556
Sample Size 19 19 19

RELIABILITY

Number of Failures 21 26 23
Time Between Failures-Mean 2421.5 4848.9 2219.7
Time Between Failures-Median 1678.4 1428.2 1538.6
Distribution EXP EXP EXP

MAINTAINABILITY

Total Repair Time 44 41 118
Number of Repairs 13 11 28
Time to Repair-Mean 3.38 3.7 5.3
Tims to Repair-Median 2.35 2.6 3.81
Distribution EXP EXP EXP
Total Down Time 5141 5387 4901
Repairs (or Maint. Act.) 13 11 20
Down Time-Mean 395.5 482.5 245.8
Down Time-Median 35.8 43.6 20.5
Distribution LN LN LN

AVRILABILITY

Inherent 0.9986 0.9982 0.9975
Observed-Mean 0.8505 0.8194 ---
Observed-Median 0.9732 8.9632 ---

Effective _ _ ..919 94"1 0.9158]
Refereno Volume 1, Paragraph 3-4

NOTEs 11 Time Unite Rre In Hours
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contert in the center oction than tho end fection.s. Carhop b,ck i-
added to rubber to retard ox idation -iinq and it is bel ieved taj;)t tb .

life of the center section can be oxtended bv increansini the a."oiint (0
carbon black added durinq manufacture of the rubber or by usini a tvnp
of rubber which has a higher carbon content.

qamroles of the tvnes of naPer u.-- I in the nrinter were analvzr-,! for
acid content. The results indicated a oh of 4.4 for yellow nuln, 4.1
for white bond, and 4.9 for white nuln. However, the acid content of
the naper is not damaginq to the rubber roller and would, in fact,
retard the oxidation aging.

A solution was suggested for resolving the raner feed rroblem. This
was to install a pin drive tractor feed and use edqe perforated nan er
in place of the regular TTY Paper.

Other reports concerning the printer were directed toward proble-Fs
with the ribbon. One common report was the failure of the ribbon reversing
mechanism which resulted in lost message traffic. !nother report mentioned
that the ribbons billow as they become aqed and can rub or catch or tho
rotating print drum.

Another reported problem was with the RD-397 air filter which was
picking up chaff from the paper tape resulting in overheatinq if not
cleaned daily.

2-3 CV-3333

2-3.1 INTRODUCTION

The CV-3333/U AUDIO-DIGITAL CONVERTER (VOCODER) is a digital voice
analyzer-data converter Providing digitized speech outout at 2400 bau,(7
(bits per second). The unit processes and converts voice inputs into a
serial bit stream which can be encrypted and combined with other data
streams for transmission. The system is an integral part of the Shipboard
Fleet Satellite Communications Narrow Band Secure Voice System. The
Narrow Band Secure Voice system provides long range ship-to-shore
communications on a shared channel basis.

The CV-3333/U is used with the ON-143(V) Interconnecting Groun and
the KG-36-4 Cryptographic machine to produce the encyohered bit stream
which is then transmitted by the AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications Set.

The CV-3333/U is a single unit requirinq only power and hook-uns to
communications channels for operation.

2-3.2 SUMMARY

The number of CV-3333AJ systems in the FRAP sample was 22. The data
collected and analyzed on the system resulted in the conclusion that
no significant operational problems exist with the CV-3333 and that the
unit meets or exceeds the snecific'--ion requirements as defined in the
Production contract. Table 2-3 summarizes the reliability, maintainability,
and availabilit'! analyses.

10



1. OPER - OPERATIONAL *

2. EQUIP - EQUIPMENT *

3. PARTS - PARTS REPLRCEMENT *

TABLE 2-3. DATA SUMMARY FOR CV-3333

.PARAMETER OPER EQUIP PARTS
j 

PARTS-

OPERATIONAL .... ... .

____lendar HourI I 11,.24 1 111,624
OQp._:tn__g Hou r 47.67?Z 47.,77 s 4,7?
DutyCycle _ __0.427 0.427 0.427
Sample Size - 22 22F__

RELIABILITY

Number of Failures 2 1 _ I'
_Tme Between Failures-Mean 23,838 47,6?7 471677
Ttme Between Failures-Median. 16.524 33,4033,040

Distribution . ,

MFnINTAINABILITY - -- . .

Total R.epair Time 33 13 13
Number o Reaire .... 2 1 1

'Time to Repair-Mean 16.5 13 13
Time to Repkatr-Median ... ...- --- 

Distribution ....---
Total Down Time -. 240 16.] di17
Repairs (or Maint. Act.) ... --- .
Down Time-Mean 120 1 168 , BB
Down Time-Median ---
Distribution ---

AVAILABILITY -- --

Inherent ... 9993 9 7 - 7
Observed-M:an -" - ..... -

• Reference Volume 1, Paragraph 3-4

NOTE: All Time Units Are In Hour*
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2-3.3 REMARKS

To obtain running time data, FRAP was required to install outboard
Elapsed Time Meters (ETM) on the CV-3333. It is recommended that future
procurements include ETMs.

2-4 ON-143(V)5

2-4.1 INTRODUCTION

The ON-143(V)5/USQ Interconnecting Group (IG) is an electronic
interface and control device within the AN/USQ-64(V)3 Communications

Systems Control Central. The unit performs six major system functions:
(1) Signal Interfacing; (2) Sequencing of System Equipments; (3) Link
Control; (4) Message Processing; (5) Vocoder Interface; and (6) Monitorinq

and Alarm Indication. The ON-143(V)5 serves as an interface and sequence
control for the Input/Output devices, crypto, voice digitizer (AN/CV-3333/U)

and the AN/TWS-3 Transceiver. The unit also contains the Submarrie
Satellite Information Exchange System (SSIXS) operating program.

2-4.2 SUMMARY

A quantity of 12 ON-143(V)5/USQ systems were subjected to the FRAP

study. The results of the study indicates that the ON-143(V) meets or

exceeds the specification requirements. Table 2-4 summarizes the FRAP

reliability, maintainability, and availability analyses.

2-4.3 REMARKS

As illustrated by the summary, the ON-143(V) developed few hardware
problems. However, a complaint with Baud Rate for voice communications
has been reported frequently. The SSIXS subscribers have been unable

to establish voice communications following an ON-143(V) power-up because

the ON-143(V) initializes itself at 4800 baud while the Vocoder is at

2400 baud. The stable-base clock in the ON-143(V) can be reset to 2400
baud by switching the system to the DATA mode and executing a RCV, XMT,

or CLB command, providing that the strap options are set to 2400 baud.

A more permanent solution to the problem is suggested which requires
the re-programming of the SSIXS operating program to cause the stable-base
clock to initialize at 2400 baud.

12



LEGEND

1. OPER - OPERRTIONRL

2. EQUIP - EQUIPMENT*

3. PARTS - PARTS REPLACEMENT u

TABLE 2-4. DATR SUMMRRY FOR ON-143(V)5.

PARAMETER OPER EQUIP- PRPTS

OPERATIONAL

C1 epndar. _or 60,792 602?9 6,792
Oporat____ _____ .-. 16.173 16,173 16.173

Duty Cycle 0_266 0.266 0.26G
Samnple ize ___12 T2 12

RELIABILITY

Number of _Failurer,1 a1 1_
Time Between Failures-Mean 1 6,173 , 173 - 6, 1-,3'
Time Between Failures-Median 11 10 1121i II,210
D ist r ibut ion_ -- ---

MAINTAINABILITY -I

Ttal Re pa r ,Time 3 3 3
Number of Repa irs 1 1
Time to Repair-Mean 3 3 3
Time to Repair-Median ...
Distribution --- --- ...
Total Down Time . 72 72 72
Repairs (or Maint. Act.) I I - !
Down Time-Mean 72 72 72
Down Time-Median ---..

Distr ibution ...... - - -

AVAILABILITY

Inherent 0._999__ __9_9_9 0.999.
Observed-Mean

Effective . 5....

Reference Volume I, Paragraph 3-4
NOTE: All Time Units Are 'In Hours
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SECTION III PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

3-1 FRAP ORGANIZATION

The FRAP organizational structure consists of a sponsor, a Lead Field
Activity (LFA) , Technical Support Activities (TSA), and Data Collection
Activities (DCA) as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The NAVAL ELECTRONICS
SYSTEM COMMAND (NAVELEX 470) is the FRAP sponsor and provides general
direction and guidance to the LFA. The NAVAL WEAPONS SUPPORT CENTER
(NAVWPNSUPPCEN) Crane, Indiana is the LFA responsible to NAVELEX 470
for FRAP management.

3-1.1 DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

The DCAs serve as a single-point-of-contact interface for the Fleet.
The DCA responsibilities include receipt of failure reports (OPNA7
4790/2K maintenance action forms, or other) and throwaway parts, entry
of the maintenance action information into the data collection system,
and forwarding the failed parts to the Technical Support Activities.
The DCA is also responsible for introducing and explaining the FRAP
procedures to platforms which are initializing sampled equipment for
the first time.

3-1.2 TECHNICAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

A strong technical knowledge of the assigned equipment enables thf,
TSAs to evaluate and interpret the failure reports received from the
DCAs and the depot repair facilities, to analyze failed parts, to.
determine corrective actions, and to eliminate errors form the data
collection system. The TSAs translate the OPNAV 4790/2K maintenance
information into machine readable number code format which allows faster,
more accurate, data handling and analysis. Upon completion of Lhis
process, the coded data is forwarded to the LFA for analysis and
reporting.

3-1.3 LEAD FIELD ACTIVITY

The LFA bears the primary responsibility for the management of FRAP
which includes the following areas.

(a). Program management and technical direction - The LFA defines
the responsibilities of the Data Collection and Technical SupDeort
Activities and provides technicil support and guidance in the conduct
of FRAP.

(b). Equipment functional modeling - The LFA develops reliability
models of assigned equipment to determine system degradation based on
failure data.

(c). Statistical sampling plans - The LFA determines confidence
levels of equipment reliability based on statistical analysis of failure
data.

14
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(d). Data collection and analysis - The LFA determines data
processing equipment requirements and develops software/sottware
procedures for accomplishment of FRAP objectives.

(e). Corrective actions proposals (ECPs, training, etc.)

(f). Engineering R/M/A - Reliabil ity, Maintainabil ity, and
Availability assessment of equipment performance.

(q). Failure mode diagnosis and effects analysis.

(h). Reports - The LFA is responsible for the preparation of
complete documentation representing the results of collection and
analysis of equipment maintenance actions during the nominal six month
monitoring period.

II
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3-2 DATA COLLEC[ VrI ' OC;

S ince the approua 'n to feju ipinent design vr ies acco-rdjin j o uc
desiqner and/or manufacturer, the adequacy of a design cannot ocfully
tested Lint il the oquijomfent is placed in a real s-erviceP environmernt. no.
equ ipment pert oriince rkecord, in termvs of frequency of- ta li ur
reasons for fallUre', io t ;es a his~torical Orofile of ceu
reliability. Such urot Jcs ar-C? Used to cietermine future io.r. ian o, i i a
for Prospective sys tess) or to orovide supportive evidence for uc
modifications to oxi 1st inj sytm.The profiles are also( uscii to aer i r

parts provisioning arid stock levels for existing systems and to -Ii'ocatr
manpower for maintenance and maintenace support functions.

'rhe informat ion descr irong the ef fectiveness of sv /st e m s~' i r t

in the 3-1 system is obtained f rom the OPNAV 4790/2K Maintenal C t i
Form (MAE) shown in Figure 3-2. FHAP is- supplemnental to 3-"
uses th is form to cl i nimize t he r epor t in(- ou rden on F ieet r 'c"
reporting reciuirements are shown in Figure 3-3 for rmoth td-I i
FRAP. As shown, the FPAP req.uirement includes three tvces -D- 2K r
not used by 3-m; IITtl TIUFAI LURE-FREE-TI MB, ard
Th es e add it ionalI r epr ts air e necess7ary because of t re onr e -F-.
of the FRAP sample, ueiNITIALIZATION report (TN IT) scl

initial condition,; at tor n-on of a new installation, e.g.I
Time iMeter reading q '1 , type of eqi , rent, serial n- r-f
initialization , etc. T[he DCAs are responsible for Dresentinn 'w N
reporting procedures to platform,- initializ inq equLipment ficr:-
time. The Fa ilure- Fre-Time report (FFT) provides data *sert. cts,

duty cycle by tracki ng ETrMs on a monthly basis . Terminatio:--i 5

(TERM) are submitted at the end of the sample per~od and r~~u s
A final ETM reading and dlate of reading.

3-2.1 COMPUTER OPERATIONS

To facilitate the flow of maintenance information, the FPAP rra
utilizes the CDC CYBSZBNE'r computer system to achieve immediate access
for data entry and retrieval. CYBERNET is a nationwide tics1-snare
computer network which is accessible from nearly any location via local
telephone and an acoustically coupled computer terminal from 149 CaiNKS
and 19 foreign cities. This service provides a Qreatly imoproved
processing time for FRIAP data collection. The LFA is respon-fble o
operating the data distribution program which passes the collecte,;~t
onward from each activity. Once received bay the LFA, the data is analyzed-
and stored in the computer system. TIhese storage areas are ret pines- to
as datatoases and are accessible to all FRAP participants viacontr
pr ograms.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the FRAP system of processing the raw .'K
maintenance action information as received from the part icipat inn
rclatforms,. The Data Collection Activities, which are establ ish(eci on thre
;ast and lest coasts., are r esrpons ib e for entering the ma intma nne Jia ta

and eju ipment tyfp nte rr into the collection s), ystem. TPhis ent rv\ is
accomplis-hed lay a- cc iouter progrom, cal led D-A , spocif ical l\ ie.-ilInodi
for the data entry tunction. L'he P~rogIram assigns a serial num ,ber to
eaich 2K entry for identificatior purposes, then places the form in a

1 7
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DCA "mailbox" file. The Lead Field Activity periodically operates a
network program, NET, which transfers the contents of the DCA files to
the Technical Support Activity files. The equipment type number entered
by the DCA determines the TSA routing, i.e., the TSAs receive their
respective 2K data as determined by equipment type.

The TSAs review the 2K data to eliminate errors and redundancy then
code additional data and place it back into the files for pick up by
the LFA. The same network routine used to forward the DCA entries
collects the TSA information for the LFA. Once received by the LFA, the
data is checked for errors, corrected, and placed into the databases.

The significant computer programs used in the data collection process
are described in Appendix A.

3-2.2. DATABASE DEFINITION and PURPOSE

A database is an organized collection of information which is
related and categorized. The FRAP databases are defined as the information
relating to the maintenance actions performed on new electronic equicment
installations aboard ships. The data is obtained in the data collection
cycle from the raw 2K maintenance information entered by the DCA,
translation to machine readable numeric code at the TSA, and finally,
LFA processed data. The databases are designed to accommodate user
access for retrieval of the maintenance data, typically in report form.
This access allows FRAP team members to review the results of both thei r
individual and combined efforts. Paraqraph 3-5, REPORTS, more thorouahiv
explains the database operations and contents.

3-3 ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION

The FRAP method of detecting and eliminating erroneous data combines
human and machine processes which are performed at each level of activity,
as described in the followino paragraphs.

3-3.1 DCA

The DCA is responsible for visually checkinq the Fleet suomitted 2K
reports for accuracy and completed block entries prior to keyina the
form into the computer system. Corrections are made, as necessary, to
the best of the DCA's ability and on the information available.

The DCA program is structured to prompt the user for completion of

each data block of the form. The program tests block responses for
lenqth and character aareement with the pre-formatted block reouirements.
If, for example, an alphanumeric response is made to a block reCuirina
a numeric entry, the entry will be rejected and the program will recuest
the block entry aqain. In this manner, the proper type of data must be
entered before the form can oe accepted.

when all of the required responses have been entered and the DCA
attempts to "save the data" (place the form in the DCA files), the
proqram checks for concurrence of the entered SIIIPNAME, HULL NO., and
UIC with the reference files. The program must find aqreement between
two of the three data eleinents and the reference files. If errors have
been made, and one or no matches are found, the the form will not oe
forwarded to the TSA files and an error messaqe to the PCA will be

21
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pr i nted.
At any time up to the operation of the N[T prourant by the LFA, thc

I)CA may print out and alter his 2K entries. After NFT operation, the
DCA no longer has access to those entries.

A function performed by NET, while transferrinq the DCA entries to
the TSA files, is the testing of Block 34 of the FFT reports for ETh
readinos. if this entry is present, the form will bypass the T'', anno
go directly to the [FA database files. If the entry has been omitted,
the rSA will ne resi)onsinle for its completion. All other tyr)es of
reports automatically no into the TSA files.

3-3.2 TSA

The FRAP TSA has extensive knowledge of his assigned ecuinment. With
this knowledge, assisted by the Reliability Model and parts lists for
identifyinq Weapons Replaceable Assemblies (WRA) and Operational levels
(0-levels) , the TSA reviews the 2K information received from the DCA,
applies his knowledqe of the equipment and his engineerino ]udqement
to correction of the erroneous data.

At the TSA level additional block entries must ne completed which
are based on the failure data keyed in by the DCA.

As with the DCA procram, the TSA program tests the completed form
for specific data items. The type of entry in blocks 103 (COMPLETED/DFFFPPAL),
106 (TYPE OF REPORT), 107 (TYPE OF NON-FAILURE REPORT), 17 (1iiE;
DISCOVERED DATA), 31 (COMPLETION DATA), and 102 (DATA KEYED BY DCA) are
checked for entry and consistency. If the data is incorrect or missinc
from these blocks, an error prompt to the TSA will be printed.

The TSA program allows the TSA to access the coded 2K entry for
review or re-coding. To assist in finding errors, the printout portion
of the program converts the coded 2Ks back into text for easier
interpretation.

3-3. 3 LFA

Error detection and correction accomplished by the LFA is directed
primarily toward those types of errors which are implied by a related
suspicious condition. The key parameter in the FRAP evaluation is time.
Specifically, this refers to the number of hours of equipment operation
during the sampling period. This is reported as the Elapsed Time Meter
(FTN') reading on the 2K form in Block 34 and/or in the narrative of
Block 35. The ETM error detection test is a duty cycle calculation,
i.e., operatinq hours versus calendar hours. A neaative duty cycle
indicates a date sequence error, while a duty cycle greater than unity
indicates a value/date conflict. In both cases, engineering judgement
is required to identify the source of the error and take appropriate
corrective action. Since ETM corrections are difficult early in the
data collection cycle, a sizeable number of such errors can be expected
to show up in the database before sufficient data exists to provide
accurate error detection. However, these errors are rectified by
periodically re-cyclinq the contents of the database information through
the LFA and comparing this data with the data in later entries.

The NET program scans for and flags ETM errors on 2K forms submitted
to the LFA from the TSAs. These forms are re-cycled a single time to
the TSAs for a solution. If that fails, the LFA determines the disposition
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of tF'e Cuestionable 2K form. onlv a small percentaae of the 2Ys cannot
he resolved Prior to the terminat ion of the study cycle. UE-ina a proorar-
called CPLITY, the I Fh keeps track of the problem 2<F so that they can
be corrected when sufficient information is available. P serarate
diatahase file is usee, specifically for maintainina undetermined reports.

3-4 PMA ANALYS, AMIP DITA SFT SFLFCTION

The FPAP Pilot Proqram performed PM analysis to determine Operational
and Fquirment parameters of the systems under study. This year an
analysis to determine Parts Peplacement or Loqistics-demand PVA parameters
has been added. The Operational analysis desribes the PVA performance
of the system in Fleet operation and takes into account the svsterr
design, eouipment dcriqn, onerator traininq, maintenarce traininr,
operation/maintenance documentation effectiveness, and shiro rd
administrative procedures. The eouipment analysis describes the P!RA
performance of the ecuinment only and Provides a basis of comparison
with the centractual ly-s[ecified RM' performance. The Parts Penlacement
analysis rrovides a means of iudqinq the loqistics demand on the surnly
system and some insiqht into the impact upon the ship's maintenance
workload of the system's PMA performance.

The same assessment procedure (described in Section TV) is used to
perform all the analyses. The difference is in the criteria used to
select the data to be analyzed. Data set selection criteria are as
follows.

(1) OIf'PATONJAI, PI'A APNL,YSIS. Failures causinq a 10 nercent or areater
loss of system capability are selected. Active maintenance time from
Plock 32 of the OPNi\V 4790/2K form is used for renair time calculation.

(2) ECUPMFNT PPA ANALYFIS. Failures of the equipment to perfori its
intended function becau-e of hardware or software iralfunction are
selected. Active maintenance time from Block 32 of the OPNPV 4790/2V
form is used for repair time calculation.

(3) PAPTF PFPLCF.MPMT r- ' P'M?'[YSIF. Failures reoelirinq renlacerent of
z part (module, circuit card, or component) are selected. Ship's Force
Pepair Van-hours frcm Block 30 of the OPNV 4790/2V form is used for
repair time calculation.

A detailed description of the data set selection process is presented
in Fiqures 3-5 to 3-9.
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SECTION IV MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS IASSESSMENT PROCEDURES]

4-1 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

4-1.1 DATA UTILIZED

The primary data utilized in reliability assessment are Time Between
Failures (TBF), Censored (C) or failure free time, WRA(s) and O-Level(s)
causing failures, severity of failures (remaining system capacity), and
specified or predicted (piece parts) failure rates or Mean Time Between
Failures. The time between failures were obtained by finding tne
differences between the ETM (Elapsed Time Meter) readings at:

(a). first failure and initialization,
(b). successive failures, and
(c). termination and last failure or termination and initial

reading (if no failure is observed on equipment).

4-1.2 DISTRIBUTION DETERMINATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

1. Exoonential vs Weibull Probability Distribution

(a). The Gnedenko F-test (references 1 and 2) is used to test

the null hypothesis that the TBF's and Censored readings follow the
exponential probability distribution versus the alternative hypothesis
that they follow the Weibull probability distribution. The test statistic
used for this is

n, n
Q(n I , n2 ) = Si/n I  Z 5 i/n 2(

=d 1  n,+l ()

which is distributed as the F distribution with 2n 1 and 2n 2 deqrees of
freedom. If

O(nl,n 2 ) > Fcx/ 2 (2nl,2n 2 ) (2)

exponentiality is rejected and it is concluded that the failure rate
is increasinq (Weibull distribution should be fitted and its slope

parameter, P, should be greater than one) at the cx/2 significance
level. Also, if

i/[O(nl,n2)H > FcK/2(2n2,2nl )  (3)

exponentiality is rejected and it is concluded that the failure rate
is decreasing (Weibull probability distribution should be fitted and

3 should be less than one) at o</2 significance level.

(b) . With t i representing the ith ordered failure or censored
time out of n times,
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S i  = (n-i+l)(ti-til); to  0, i = 1,2---n (4)

The n times are split into two groups: n1 and n2 . The n I qroup consists
of the first nI ordered times with the n2 group consisting of the
remaininq n2 = n-ni ordered times with n1 beinq the largest inteqer
less than or equal to n/2.

2. Exponential Parameter Estimation

(a). The reliability exponential probability distribution is
written:

R(ti) = exp[-ti/0J (5)

where R(ti) is the prcbability of no failures in ti or less ooeratinq
time and O is the parameter known as the Mean Time Between Failures
(MT3F) and is estimated as follows:

n
= . lri3F or TCI/r (6)
i=l

with r being total number of failures.

(b). For the exponential distribution, the median is estimated
as follows:

M =8 In 2 (7)

3. -veibull Parameter Estimation

(a). The reliability Weibull distribution may be written:

P(ti) = exo(-[cxtil3j (8)

where R(ti) is the probability of no failures in ti or less operating
time, and cx and P are the scale and shape parameter, respectively,
which are estimated usinq maximum likelihood equations (Reference 3).
This amounts to solvinq the following non-linear equation for p

St13 In t i

-t1/13 ii/r In ti  (9)ZtP 1=1

where

ti in ti  = r t in ti  + k iT. in Ti  and
=1 i=and
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r k"

where on the riqht hand end of the equations, t i = failure time, Ti

censored time, r = total number of failures, Ci = number of censored
readinqs at Ti, and k = number of qroups of Ti. Once equation (9) is
solved for , the other parameter, cx, is found as follows:

r
cx = (11)

z ti

(b. Top tain Var ((), the asymptotic varia.nce - covariance
matrix of (P, ]/cx) is first found. Generally, this matrix is obtained
by invertinq the information matrix with elements that are neqatives
of the exoected values of tht second order derivatives of loaaritnms
of the likelihood function. however, in this case, the expected values
are aoproximated by their maximum likelihood estimates. Thus, the
aoproxiriate variance-covariance matrix is:

-1
-cd2 I n L 0)2 In L Ia oar 3,1(p 2 C, ) P 0Var/) Covar( ,,l/&)

-d2 In L c)2 In L
d (l/CX ) - IC -0)(1 /cx )2 1 -./C Covar P I /cx) Var (l/oc

(12)

where for proqressivelv censored semp' s:

-d)2 InL r ** p2
+ t- ,n/ cx 2(13)

- I21n 1. -J2 In L *

2Jd (/C /x / CJ(1/C p 0 ,1/3 = C2 t. In t i  (14)
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-c)2 In L 1//x ^ 2 ^c3  ** (15)
d3l/o=rac + 2 Zc t

with

r
In L = r In 3 - r In (i/cx) + (p-i) Z In t ii=l

r k

-oZ t i -cx CiTIP +lInA (6
i=1

and the likelihood function

r k Ci
L = A P f(ti) P [1-F(Ti)] (17)

i=l i=l

where A is a constant, f(ti) is the density function, and F(Ti) is the
distribution function. The distribution function is 1-R(Ti) given in
equation (8). The density function is as follows:

f (t) = Cx P t exp (-o t )- (18)

Per Cohen (reference 3), the foregoing variance - covariance estimation
is valid in a strict sense only for large samples but may be relied
upon to provide reasonable approximations to estimate variance -
covariances for moderate size samples. fAlthouqh Cohen used the above
density function, it is not the standard form of the two-parameter
Weibull distribution in use today which is as follows:

f (t) = CK p (Cx t) 13 - 1 e - ( c3(t ) P (19)

This results in a different value of the cK parameter as the a in equation
19 is the 1/ power of the cx in equation 18 or as follows:

CX19 =  (CK18)I/p (20)

In the comouter orint-out, cxl8 is used as this was used in the Pilot
FRAP study.]

(c). The mean, p, of the Weibull is estimated as follows:
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Cx = -i n +1/ ) (21)

where F(1 +1/) stands for the Gamma function of (1+1/ ). The variance,
Cr2, of the Weibull variates is estimated as follows:

= -2/p IF-( 1+2/p) - (F'(l+I/ )) 21 (22)

(d). The median of the Weibull is estimated by simulation as
in the FRAP pilot run. However, the median can be estimated by usinq
the followinq equation:

M= In 2/1l/P (23)

Application of this eauation to current data shows the ecuation and
simulation ot tain similar estimates.

4. Non-parametric Function Estimation

(a). The non-parametric reliability function is obtained by
arranqinq the failure times, ti's, and censored times, Ci's, in ascendino
order and calculatinq for each failure time.

k
R(t k ) = P [(Ni+l-ri)/(Ni+l)1 (24)i i =1

where P(tk) is the probability of no failures at or before tk, Niis the
number of failures at ti plus the number of failures and censored time
followinq ti, ri is the number of failures at ti, and k is the last
failure time in the product. (Reference 4).

5. Conversion of R(t) to F(t)

(a). For the reliability functions described above:

P(t i )  = 1-R(t i ) (25)

and is the probability of one or more failures prior to ti .

4-1.3 CONFI PENCE I.IMITS CONSTRUCTION

1. For Exronential Mean
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(a). The 1-c confidence interval or the 1-cx/2 confidence
limits for the mean, MTBF, of the exponential probability distribution
are as follows:

[2T/X 2  (2r+2)1 < G < [2T/X /2 (2r)J (26)
- x / 2 - - -

where T is total operating time , r is the total number of failures,
and X2 is the value of the Chi-square distribution for the given degrees
of freedom, 2r+2 and 2r at the indicated percentiles i-cx/2 and cx/2,
respectively.

2. For Weibull Mean

(a) . The central limit theorem was applied to obtain the

l-cx t h confidence interval or the l-(x/2 confidence limits for the mean
of the Weibull distribution as follows:

p tQ(/ 2 (n-2)a/n/ < p + tcx/2(n-2)@/nl/ 2  (27)

where p and CF are qiven in equations 21 and 22, respectively, t is the
value of the Student's t-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom at
cx/2 percentile and n is the total number of observations. (Two para-
meters are estimated, thus n-2 degrees of freedom).

(b). In the case of small cx (less than .1) and/or small
(less than .333), these confidence limits are quite wide and thus of
little value with the exception of indicating the gross uncertainty of
the true value of the mean, p. A large variation is to be expected when
the 3 is small as the failure rate is just beginning to decrease towards
a constant rate.

3. For Weibull Slope or Beta

(a). As a first estimate of confidence limits for , the central
limit theorem was aqain applied, thus the 1-(xth confidence interval and
the ]-cx/2 confidence limits for the slope of the Weibull distribution
is as follows:

tcx/2(n-1) - /n 1 / 2 - P < + tcx/2(n-1) /n 1 / 2  (28)

where p and a are as qiven in eauations (9) and (12), resoectively, and
their associate ecouat ions. The primary use of this interval is to check
the eihull assumptions versus assumptions of Exponentiality (if the
confidence interval includes 1, then exponential should have been
assumed. Otherwise, Weibuil assumption is satisfactory) and to qet an
awareness of distance (time) from constant failure rate (nearness of
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Sliinits to ) I

(b). The work of Mann and others is beinq studied for futher
adaotation to computer analysis and prediction of future FRAP data
(reference 5).

4-2 "IAINTAINABILJTY AISSESSMENT

4-2.1 DATA UTILIZED

1. The primary data utilized in maintainability assessment are repair
time, down time, WRA's and O-levels being repaired or replaced, severity
of failure (remaining system caoacity) , and specified repair times,
generally Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). Repair time is defined as time
required to renair equipment failures when parts, equipment, and ability
for required repairs are on board the platform with the equipment. Down
time is defined as the time the equipment is in a non-ooerational status,
that beinzi system capacity less than 90%. Down time is calculated by
findinq the difference between Julian date when repair was com-leted
and Julian date when failure was observed multiplied by 24 hours if the
difference is I or more. If the difference is zero (failure discovered
and completed on the same day), repair time is used for down time.

2. Total shins manhours exoended on each repair are, in some cases,

given.

4-2.2 DI3TRILBUTION DET'I'1INATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

1. Lognormal vs Non-Loqnormal Probability Distribution

(a). 'rhe [,illiefors Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is used to
test the null hypothesis that the time to repair (TTR) and down times
(DT) follow the lo'inormal probability distribution versus the alternative
that they do not follow the loqnormal probability distribution. This
essentially involves comparing the difference between the respective
non-parametric maintainability functions and the estimated cumulative
lognormal distribution orobabilities with Lilliefors K-S test critical
values.

2. E-xoonential vs Weibull Probability Distribution.

(a). If the loqnormal distribution is rejected, the Snedenko
F-t.est oescribed in paragraph 4-1.2 is used to test the null hypothesis
that the repair time or down time follow the exponential probability
di:-tr ifution versus the alternative that they fol low the Weibul 1
r)ro)ahi I ity ,istribution.

. ,,) inormal Parameter Estimation

(a). The maintainability lognormal probaoility distribution

"K l1/ (21r) 1/21 expl-(zi-fz) 2 /2rz2ldz (29)
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where M(t) is the probability of completion of repair within t i hours,
z i eauals in ti, and Vz and oT equals the mean and standard deviation,
respectively, of the zi's estimated as follows:

ez I Zin til/N (30)

Z= N Z ni(ln ti) 2 -( nilnti) 2 1/N(N-1) (31)

0z = 1OCzI/2j (32)

with n i being the frequency of in t i and N = % n i .

(b). These measures can then be converted to the original

variable, t, as follows:

E(t) = Pt = exp( z + az/2) (33)

22 2
Var(t) = a t = Iexp(2juz + ( 2 )I[exP(z)] (34)

(c). The median of the original observations t i is estimated
as follows:

= eP z (35)

4. Exponential Parameter Estimation

(a). The maintainability exponential probability distribution
is written as:

M(ti) = 1 - exp(-ti/9) (36)

where M(t i ) is the probability of completion of repair within t i hours,
and 0 is the exponential parameter now called Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
or Mean Down Time (MDT) and is estimated as follows:

= Z TrRi/W (for repair time) (37)
i=l

N
E4 DT1 /N (for down time) (38)

i=l

with N being total number for each type of time.
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(b). The median is estimated as shown in equation (7).

5. Weibull Parameter Estimates

(a). The maintainability Weibull probability distribution is
written as:

13!.(ti) = 1 - exp[-cxt i  (39)

where M(ti) is the probability of repair within t i hours and cx and P
are the scale and shape parameter, respectively, estimated as shown in
equations (9), (10), and (11).

(b). The Var(P) is estimated as described in paragraph 4-1.2(3b).
Further, pt and a-t are estimated using equations (21) and (22).

(c). The median is estimated as described in paragraph 4-1.2(3d).

6. Non-parametric Function Estimation

(a). The non-parametric maintainability functions are obtained
by arranqing the repair and down times separately in ascending order
and calculatinq

k
M(tk) = Z ni/N+l (40)

i=l
for repair times and tor down times. In the above equation, M(tk) is
the prooability of repair completion within tk hours, ni is the number
of observations of ti, En i is the total number of times occuring at or
prior to ti, and N is total number of times. (Reference 4)

4-2.3 CONFIDENCE LIMITS CONSTRUCTION

1. For Log-normal Mean

(a) The l-<xth confidence interval or 1-cx/2 confidence limits for
the mean of the loq-normal distribution are given by:

-~~t/, NV~/~~ L z + t -/ (41)

z- cx/2, N-I/+ t(/2,N-z/

where pz and oz are as defined in equations (30), (31), and (32), t is

the value of the Student's t - distribution at cx/2 percentile with N-I
deqrees of freedom, and N is the total number of repair or down times.

(b) The anti-loq of Pz and the limits construction above
essentially gives the median and confidence limits on the median of the
observed times, ti .
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2. F'or Fxnonential Mean

The (I--cx)th confidence interval and (1-cx/2) confidence limits for
the exponential means are:

[2'_/Xp.c 1 2 (2N+ 2 ) I < e < 12T/Xo(/ 2 (2N) 1 (42)

where T is total maintainance or repair time, N is the number of time.!
observed, X2 is the value of the Chi-squared distribution for the liven
deqrees of freedom, 2N+2 and 2N, at the indicated percentiles of l-cx/2
and c/2, resnectively.

3. ForWeihull 'lean and Shane

(a) The maintainability confidence limits for the W.eibull
mean and shape are constructed as described in paraqraphs 4-1.3(c2) and
4-1. 3(c3) , respectively.

4-3 AVAIL\BILITY AS;[32'FN" TP,

4-3. 1 I ,;!:,PN'! AVA I [ 4PIL ITY

Innerent availanilitv is defined as the averaqe time an equinment
is available assumIn' its only down time is repair time and thus is
aiven by:

A, = , P/( 1T +F 4 ''T',) (43)

The estirmates of -inUH' nn 11TTP obtained as described in naraorarhs A-]

and 4-2 are u.ed in the above enuation.
i ,14-3.20UP!:PATIO,'..L A V, [ai L\0I [ IT[Y

"" ?,tOM1 a]vi ii l~ ity is: .feincd 3s the ratio of time bet;een
la lur-P:; (T2 ) to ::tim ) of tha 'V 1' and Down Time (DT) for each aintenance
act i n ( r I r-,nco 5) ''.: ich is :xrrcsscd as follows4 :

t (: = ,'',;i/ ,',q '[ - I: i )(4 4 )

T ,' ' i "s re cnJ culatcd for each failure with - down time. Thcn,

there -re' arrmnqed in an ascendinq order anc: the cumulative function:
k

P (t , y ) ,n (45)
i=]

is calcuHate. !ier-, P(Pok) is tne proportion of availabilities eoual
to or le.;s than 'O ., n i  is the number of availabilities with the Aoi
va I u-,,

Z. n i iz the numoer of coserved availabilities eaual to or less than
Aok , and 1: i;. th(, t t,[ number of observed availabilities.

'',n r ,.n, T',rCian, an( confidence limits for Aoi are estimated:] usinm
sinulation methods. ';i( or' habilitv distributions and estimated naraneters
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obtained in paraqraoh 4-1 and 4-2 are used in the simulation of ratios
described in eouation (44) . The formulae used to generate these values
are as follows (reference 9):

(a) Exponential

TBF i or DTi = -E In (l-Rvi) (46)

where 8 is the estimated MT3F or Mean Down Time (MDT) and R v. is a
random variable from a uniform distribution over the interva! (0,1).

(b) Loq-normal

TBFi or DTi = exp(mni + p) (47)

where and cr are the estimated mean and standard deviation of the
loqarithms (equations (30) and (31) and Rni is a random value from the
normal distribution with p =0 and 0T =1.

(c) Weibull

TBFi or DTi = I-ln (- vi)/e] (48)

when cx and P are obtained as described under Weibull estimates in
paraqraoh 4-1.2(3) and 4-2.2(5)

(d) As a TlFi and DTi is generated, an Aoi is calculated.
After 2000 Aoi 's are calculated, the mean and median of these values
are obtained. The mean is simply the arithmetic mean of these 2000
Aoi's. However, the median is the average of the values for which 999
of the Aoi 's are greater and 999 are less.

(e) Tne (l-cx)th confidence interval or the (l-cx/2) confidence
limits for individual ratios are obtained by determining the Aoi value
for which 10% of the simulated Aoi's are less and the value for which
10% are qreater.

4-3.3 EFFECTIVE AVAILABILITY

Fffective Availability accounts for the varying deqree of caoability
loss in a comolex (redundant) system. It is calculated as follows:

Aeff ( Z FF /( T3F'i +[Mean Caoability Loss] Z DTi) (49)
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SECTION V MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS JOUTPUT DESCRIPTION]

5-1 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

5-1.1 FLEET RELIA3ILITY ASSESSMENT DATA

1. Source

(a). The OPNAV 4790/2K form is FRAP's basic raw reliability
data. The data are derived from four types of fleet submittals. The
first type of submittal is an initialization report at the beginning
of the observation period for the FRAP assigned equipment. The fourth
and last type is a final or termination report at the end of the FRAP
assiqned equipment observation period. In between these there are
maintenance action and failure free type of reports. A maintenance
action report is submitted whenever there i. a need for a non-preventive
maintenance action, thus generally in case of a failure. Failure free
reports, also known as censored, are submitted for failure free periods.
Maintenance action reports are sub-divided into those deferred for
outside assistance and those completed by ship's personnel without
deferral.

2. Output Description

(a) . For each submittal the following are given: Name of FRAP
assigned system, Name of ships having one of the FRAP samples, Julian
date, Elapsed Time Meter (ETM) reading, Failure (report) type, Operating
time, Failure (and censored) times, Duty Cycle, WRN failing, O-level

failing in order of cause of failure. The Julian date is the date of
the ETM reading which for a failure or defeLred failure is the date
need for maintenance action was discovered. The ETM1 reading and failure
type is as indicated. Operating time is the cumulative equipment on
time since the initial report was submitted. Then in the failure time

column, time between failures and time to censor is qiven for censored
and final submittals. The cumulative duty cycle is given in the duty
cycle column. Duty cycle is defined as the difference ietween ETI
readings divided by the difference between the resoective Julian dates
multiplied by 24 hours per day. It is noted that for initial, censored,
and final submittals, no failures are generally encountered. This is
shown by zeros in the WRA and 0-level columns for the submittals.

5-1.2 RELIABILITY (SYSTEM LEVEL)

1. Source

(a). The source of the basic data (time to fail and time to
censor) is the failure time column of the Fleet Reliability Assessment
Data discussed above.

2. Output Description

(a). The remaining system capacity indicates the severity of
the failure with respect to system mission. Then the time to fail column
consists of the above mentioned failure and censored times arranged in
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ascendinq order. nhe followinl two columns indicates whether these
readings are failures or censored times. This is followed by the survivors
column which indicates the number of failure and censored readings equal
to or greater than the listed failure times. This is then followed by
the non-parametric estimated Probabilities (See paragraph 4-1.2(4).
These are followed by the theoretical exponential estimated probabilities
(See paragraph 4-1.2(2) which are followed by the theoretical vleibull
estimated probabilities (See paraqraph 4-1.2(3). All of these probabilities
are the "probability of a system having one or more failures at or prior
to the listed failure time".

(b) . In the narrative block style presentation after the above
columnar presentation, the following are given:

(1) Total equipment operating hours,
(2) Total calendar hours (sum of differences between Final and

Initial submittals; Julian dates multiplied by 24 hours),
(3) Overall duty cycle,
(4) Number of systems,
(5) Observed system failure rate per operating hours (number

of failures divided by operating hours),
(6) Gnedenko 0 ratio for testing null hypothesis that exponential

distribution exists versus the alternative of a Weibull distribution
(See paragraph 3-4.1. lbl) ,

(7) Estimated mean with assumed distribution,
(8) Estimated median with assumed distribution,
(9) 90% Lower Confidence Limit (LCL) for mean of assumed

distribution,
(10) 90% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) for mean of assumed

distribution,
(11) 90% LCL for P if the Weibull distribution is assumed,
(12) 90% UCL for P if the Weibull distribution is assumed,
(13) a statement if the system meets specifications (i.e.

specified value below UCL).

(c). In case of 4 or less failures, the exponential probability
distribution is assumed.

5-1.3 RFLIA3ILITY (WRA LEVEL-for each WRA)

1. Source

(a). The source of the basic data (time between failures and
time to censor) is a WRA failure and censored time column (not printed)
obtained by considerinq WRA failures with respect to system operating
time.

2. Output Distribution

(a). The output is the same as described in oaragraph 5-1.2(2)
but is for a WRA on a system level basis. System level means that the
time between failures and censored times are for WRA types, for example,
WRA 14's or Power supplies within a system and not for a specific WRA
14. Accordinjly, the specification is also converted to a WRA system
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basis.

5-1.4 RELIABILITY O-LEVEL SUMMARY

I. Source

(a) . The sources of this data are the reliability block diagram,
system operatinq times, WRA failures, and 0-level failures.

2. Output Description

(a). ['or each 0-level failinq, the folowing is presented:

(1). Reliability block diaqram number for WRA failing,

(2). 0-level block diagram number and nomenclature for
0-level failing,

(3). Number of O-levels failing,

(4) The 90% lower confidence limit for the estimated
exponential mean (exoonentiality is a - jmed for all O-levels due to the
expected small number of failures),

(5). The estimated exponential mean, and,

(6) the unper 90% confidence limit, and also

(7) The specified O-level Mean or MTBF is obtained using
piece-parts (MIL-HDBK-217) predictions. (In case of multiple number of
the same O-level, failure rates are added and then reciprocal obtained
for the specified -TrF.),

(8) Followed by the O-level component's low and high observed
failure times,

(9) Endinq with whether a reliability problem exists or not.
A reliability oroblem exists if the upper confidence limit is less than
the snecified MTBF.

5-1.1 REl.IABILITY 2K SUMM4ARY FOR PROBLEM AREAS

1. Source

(a). The above 0-level output and 2K data file.

2. OutputDescrintion

(b). For those .)-levels for which a reliability problem exists,
the following is qiven for the 2K forms oertaining to those failures:

(1). Job Control Number (JCN),

(2). Primary WRA failinq, and
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(3) . 0-level failing in order of importance with resoect to

cause of failure.

(4). Short description of what happened.

5-1.6 Graphs

1. Source

(a). Reliability System Level, and

(b). Reliability WRA Level Outputs

2. Description of Output

(a). For the system and each WRA with four or more failures,

one or two graohs of system operating time versus probability of failure

(one or more failures) is (are) presented. On each qraoh the non-parametric

probabilities are )lotted as a step function. A graoh is always presented

illustratinq the ex.onential probabilities versus the non-parametric

probabilities. Then if the Weibull distribution is chosen, a granh is

given il lustratinq the estimated Weibull probabil ities versus the

non-parametric probabilities. Additionally, on each graph the estimated

mean and median for the assumed distribution is printed.

5-2 MAINTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT

5-2.1 FLEET MAINTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT DATA

d . Source

(a) . This essentially is FRAP 's raw maintainability data. These

data are essentially derived from one type of Fleet submittal, which

is the completed maintenance action reports.

2. Output Description

(a). For each comoleted maintenance action report, the following

are given: Name of FRAP assigned system, name of ships having one of

the FRAP sample, Julian date needed for maintenance action discovered,

Julian date maintenance completed, repair time (hours reauired to repair

equioment), and system down time (Julian completion date minus Julian

discovered date multiplied by 24 hours per day).

5-2.2 1IAINTAIA3_ITY l (DOWN TIME) SYSTEM LEVEL

1. Source

(a) . The 2ource of the basic data (down time) is the down time

column of the %leet :Yintainakility Assessment Pata outout discussed
in -ara; rah 5-2.1 ia ov-.

2. Out ut escrirtion
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(J).The down t ir(2 CO I Ufli onsts of thte cL) -vcS iflt ion> Aj,
t i:mi -! r r,- nqod in asc: nd in- order . ti' i s is fo l)IIowed hy the f re- iU-ncv o
the d~own time anJi th,n the cuimu lat ive frequency whiich q ives the nul:.r
of down times equal to or less than the Ilistod clown time . Thi s i,3 the.n
followed by the non-para-metric function orobabilities (See para'rrnh
4-2.2(6). These are followed by the theoretical loqi-normal esti-.ated
pro.b .-bil ities (see -oarcvj ranh 4-2 .2 (3) which are followed by the the oretio:l
exo)orient ial estimated probabilIi ties (see oaragrapn 4-2 .2(4 ) wnicn a--re
fol lowed b~y the theoretical weibull estimated o-robahil ities (see para'jrarn
4-2 .2 (5) . All of tlhese probabilities are, the "nronahili ty of a sy'stemr
1,einil up wi thin the I iven down timo" .

(b) . In the narrative b-lock style presenta tion af ter the ase've
doscr ibed,, col umnar -)r eenta tlon , the f oll owinq are I iven:

(1I) . Total down t ime ,

(2). Number of renairs,

(3). Pean of observed down time (number of down time ,ours

divided by number of repairs),

( 4). Standard %lean and Deviation of natural logarith.-s of
dlown timo,

(5). Lilliefors K-S test results for log-normality assumption,

(6). If log-normality can not be assumed, results of the
G;nedenko )-test for testing null1 hypothesis that the exponential
distribution exists versus the alternative of a Weibull distribution
(see paraqraoh 4-2.2(2) andi 4-1.2(l) are qiven,

(7). Estimated Mean with assumed Distribution, (& and (
are also given for th2 . eioulL),

(8) Fstinratkd I!ledian with assumed Distribution,

(9). 90'? Lower Cenf idence Limit (LCL) , for Mean of assumed
distr ibution,

(10) . 90. Lloner Ca)nt idence Limit (UCL) for Mean of assumed
distribution,

(11) . 9',, LCL, for Ait the Weibull is assumed,

(12) . 1)0, UCL tor ~3if the Weibull is assumed.

5-2. 3 MAINTAI'JA3ILITY (REPAIR TIMiE) SYSTEM LEVEL

I. Source

(a) .The source of the basic data -repair time -is the repair
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time column ot the Fl1,t Naintainability Assessment Data outout described
in :-draqraph 5-2.1.

2. Output )escri tion

(a). This is very similar to the Maintainability (Down Time)
System Level uutnut iescribed in oaraqranh 5-2.1(2) with the followinq
oxceot ions:

(1) . Pepair Time is the basic variable,

(2). Total Repair Time instead of Total Down Time is qiven,

(3). Observed reoair rate (total number of recair nours
divided by number of ree)airs) instead of mean down time is qiven,

(4) . At the end of a statement is - iven whether tre ecuiT, .
meets snecifications (i.e., soecified value qreater than the LCL

5-2.4 MAINTAINABILITY (REPAIR TIME) NRA LEVEL (EAC:I VFRA)

1. Source

(a). The source of the basic data time to repair ';RA, is r
repair time column of the Fleet Maintainability Assessment Data ( 'e

paraqranh 5-2.1 (2a) )ut only for those repairs concerned with C

respective WPA's.

2. Output DIescr int ion

(a). The outnut is the same as described in oaragraph 5-2.3( 2
above but is for the 4RA instead of the system.

5-2.5 IAINTAINABILITY (REPAIR TIME) O-LEVEL SUMMARY

1. Source

(a). The sources of those data are the reliability block diagra'
and the repair time column of the Fleet Maintainability Assessment Dat
(see paragraph 5-2 but only for those repairs concerned with the liste

O-levels.

2. Output Description

(a). For each 0-level failing and for which repair time exists,
the following is presented:

(1). Reliability diagram block number for WRA being renaired.

(2). 0-level reliability diaqram block nlimtner and nomenclature
for 0-levels being repaired.

(3). Number of times 0-level ro naired and for which reoair
time exists.
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(4) . The 90% Lower Confidence Limit for the estimated
loq-normal mean in terms of repair times (loq-normality is assumed for
all 0-levels due to the expected small number of repairs).

(5). The 90% Upper Confidence Limit for the estimated
loq-normal mean.

(6). Specified Mean Time To Repair (MTTR).

(7). The mean of the observed repair times with the low and
high observed reoair time, and

(8). Whether a maintainability Problem exists or not. A
maintainability problem exists (if specified value greater than LCL).

5-2.6 MAINTAINABILITY (REPAIR TIME) 2K SUMMARY FOR PRO3LEM AREAS

1. Source

(a). The above 0-level maintainability outout and 2K failure
description file.

2. Output Description

(a). For those components for which a maintainability Problem
exists, a summary for the related 2K's is given consisting of:

(1). Job Control Number (JCN)

(2). Primary VRA failinq

(3). O-level's failing in order of importance with respect
to primary O-level failing, and

(4). Short description of problem.

5-2.7 Graphs

1. Source

(a). Maintainability (down time) system level output,

(b). Maintainability (repair time) system level output, and

(c). Maintainability (repair time) WRA level (each WRA) output

2. Output Description

(a). Graphs are produced for system down time and system renair
times. Graphs are also oresented for WPA repair times (if four or less
repair or down times exist, no qraohs are develooed). These qraphs
nresent down time or repair time versus the probability of repair
completion within these times. On each qraph the non-Parametric
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maintainability (cumulation observed) probabilities are presented as a
step function. A qraph is always presented illustratinq the estimated
loq-normal probabilities versus the steo function probabilities. Then
if tne loq-normal distribution is not assumed, a qraph is produced
illustrating the estimated exponential probabilities versus those of
the step function. Further, if the exponential can not be assumed, a
final qraph showing the estimated Weibull probabilities versus the step
function is obtained. The estimated mean and median of the assumed
distribution is qiven on each graph.

5-3 AVAILABILITY ASSFSSMENT

5-3.1 Inherent Availability

1. Source

(a). System Reliability Assumed Distribution and Estimated
Parameters (paraqraph 5-1.2(2b) , and

(b). System Maintainability (repair time) assumed distribution
and estimated parameters (paragraph 5-2.3(2a).

2. Outout Descriotion

(a). System mean failure time,

(b). System mean repair time,

(c). Inherent Pvailability (Mean failure time divided by Su;-
of mean Failure Time and Mean Repair Time).

5-3.2 OPERATIONAL AVAILA3ILITIES

1. Source

(a).System Reliability Assumed Distribution and Estimated
Parameters (paragraph 5-1.2(2b),

(b). System Maintainability (down time) assumed distribution
and estimated parameters (paragraph 5-2.2(2b), and

(c). 2000 simulations of TTF/[TTF + DT] ratio.

2. Output Description

(a) . Estimated Mean of availabilities of eauioment in a fleet
environment,

(b). Estimated median of above availabilities,

(c). 902 lower Confidence Limit (LCL) for an equipment
availabil ity,

(d). 90% Unoer Confidence Limit for an eauioment availability
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(e). Graph presenting cumulative observed distribution (ratio

A for each failure) versus simulated operational availability distribution.
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I SECPION VI REPORTS

Users of the FRAP database network reporting capability are provided
a hiqh deqree of variety and flexibility in obtaining reoorts containinq
specific user selected elements. The renositories for the reporting
function are referred to as QUERY and FRAP. As shown in Fiqure 3-2,
OUERY and FRAP are essentially parallel and receive the same orocessed
information. However, QUERY allows users to access the preliminary data
available in the DCA and TSA files. The primary advantaqe of this
"cTuick-look" feature is the early detection of eouioment problem trends,
thus alerting the FRAP team to monitor specific equipment tyoes which
appear especially troublesome. Futhermore, missing 2K data or improper
entries can be detected and appropriate action taken before valuable
maintenance information is lost. The redundancy of the databases prevents
the loss of the FRAP data should either of the databases "crash", i.e.,
be destroyed inadvertently throuqh either personnel error or hardware/software
failure. The system is structured such that either database can ne
re-loaded from the other. Access to raw data from the Fleet, as well
as qeneral information of interest, and preliminary rel iabil itv
calculations are available via QUERY almost as soon as it is received.
The types of reports available from the QUERY database are shown in
Table 6-1.

At about one month intervals during the samplinq period, the contents
of each database are correlated with the previous month's maintenance
data to remove erroneous or redundant data. When sufficient data has

accumulated, a statistical analysis is performed and the results then
become available under FRAP. Table 6-2 illustrates the types of renorts

which can be accessed from the FRAP database.

TABLE 6-1. QUERY DATABASE REPORTS

r TYPE OF REPORT DESCRIPTION

SEARCH(Shipname) A brief report of report type,
equipment type, and 2K serial numbers
for the desiqnated ship.

REPORT(Ootion No.) Provides reports based on user
option of (1) 2Ks received per shin
and equipment; (2) total 2Ks received
per ship and the report type; (3)
same as (2) with serial numbers
added; (4) same as(2) with WHEN
DISCOVERED DATE added; (5) same as
(2) with TYCOM CODE added; (6)
Preliminary Reliability Report.

PRINT(Option) Provides a printout of the
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complete 2K form (or any part of
it) as selected by serial nurber.

Provides a listing of ships
participating in FRAP and includes
HULL NUMBERS, UICs, and TYCOM CODES.

UPDATE Reports the number of 2Ks placed
on file during a user specified
time frame of the sampling period.
A summary listing of the forms is
provided as a user option.

DATALIST Provides a listing of DCA or TSA
data blocks and block description
according to user selection.

FREE-FORM Allows creation of a report based
on user selected 2K block numbers,
sort sequence, and selection criteria.

TABLE 6-2. FRAP DATABASE REPORTS

RELIABILITY(n) Provides a reliability report
of equipment type n.

MAINTAINABILITY (n) Provides a maintainability report
for equipment type n, includinq
maintenance time and status.

SEARCH (n) Generates a reoort of problems
as user selected by equipment type
number n.

TEXT(n) (Shipname) Reports equioment failures and
what happened by eauipment type n
and by name of ship.

2K-STATUS Reports the quantity of 2Ks
received per ship and per equipment
and the totals.
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SECTION VII FUTURE PLANS

7-1 DEPOT DATA COLLECTION

As in the Pilot phase, it is anticipated that in future FRAP samples
data provided by the Depot repair facilities will contribute significantly
to the effort of identifying specific equipment problems. With this
source of data, FRAP plans to establish as an integral function of the
present collection and analysis network, operations which will include
the Depot data and will provide a database dedicated to the storage of
the Depot maintenance information. The planned database will allow
access and renortinq to FRAP participants as does the QUERY and FRAP
databases.

7-2 SOFTWARr FAILURE REPORTING

Weapons systems develooment over the past few years has leaned heavily
in favor of including mini- and microcomputers as key elements within
the system designs. Towever, while the hardware components have trended
toward higher reliability, system software problems are representing a
larger percentage of the total population of equipment problems.

At present, there are no known software surveillance programs whose
purpose is to detect and rectify current and future software system
failures.

In the near future, FRAP plans to study the feasibility of incoroorating
software failure reports into the data collection system as an integral
part of the equipment reliability studies.
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GLOSSARY
OF

ACRONYMS AND TERMINOLOGY

TERM DEFINITON

ASCII American Standard Code for Information
Interchange.

CASREPT Casualty Report

CATCC-DAIR Carrier Air Traffic Control Center-Direct Altitude
and Identity Readout

CDC Control Data Corporation

CENSORED (time) Failure Free (time)

COMP Completed Maintenance Action

CONUS Continental United States

CO-VARIANCE The expected value of the product of two random
variables, each offset by their mean.

DCA 1. Data Collection Activity (or Agent)
2. Computer Program used by the Data Collection
Activity to enter OPNAV 4790/2K Maintenance Action
Information

DEFL Deferred Maintenance Action

DT Down Time

ECP Engineering Change Proposal

EIC Equipment Identification Number

ETM Elapsed Time Meter

FFT Failure Free Time

FFTP Failure Free Time Report (Censored)

FMA Fleet Maintenance Agent

FMSO Fleet Material Support Office

FRAA Fleet Repairables Assistance Agent

FRAP 1. Fleet Reliability Assessment Program
2. Name of a computer program that permits
retrieval of FRAP data from SYSTEM 2000 Database.
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INIT Initialization Report

JCN Job Control Number

JULIAN DATE A measure of calendar time consisting of four (4)
diqits, where the first digit is the last diqit of
the year and the remaininq three digits index the
day of the year from 001 for 1 January
to 365 for 31 December.

LCL Lower Confidence Level

LFA Lead Field Activity

MDT Mean Down Time

MEAN The expected value or arithmetic average, also called
the first moment of the statistical distribution about
the origin.

MEDIAN The 5 0 th percentile of a distribution.

MOTU Mobile Traininq Unit

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure

MTTP Mean Time To Repair

NAVMACS Naval Modular Automated Communications System

NET A computer proqram used to transfer the OPNAV
4790/2K Maintenance Action Information from
function to function within the FRAP data
collection network

NPD Non-Parametric Distribution

O-Level Operational Level of Maintenance

OPNAV 4790/2K MAF A standard maintenance action form used by 3-M
for the renorting of shipboard maintenance

actions and for the additional FPAP reportina
reouirements of Initialization, Failure Free 'rime
and Terminations. (Also 4790/2K or 2K)

P11IF Project t'anaqenment Office in NAVFLrXSYSCOl

CMIF2pY 1. corrputer nroqram used to access the total
IRAP datab, ase

PAII reliability, Availability, maintainability, or
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Peliability and Maintainability

Reliability, Naintainability, Availability

1,PCC Ships Parts Control Center

7y'rro' 2000 rjarre of a q2neral purpose database manaqement
cyste.-i in the Control Data Corporation CY3ERNET
system (Also SYSTFf1 2k)

'rime Between Failure

'rr :i 'Termination Report

2. Technical Su-)port Activity (or Aient)
2. A comouter proqram used by the rSA to nrocess
DC'\ entered OPNAV 4790/2K 11AFs

'Tine To Peoair

UCL dnpor Confidence Level

UIC Unit Identification Code (for a ship)

VARI ,1CF The second moment about the expected value.

,,PA wieapons Ren.laceable Assembly
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